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the pattern consists of one triangle, since the isosur· Figure 1: Original lookup table OCR Output
lie inside or outside the isosurface. For configuration 1
ation 0 there are no triangles, because all eight nodes
tern for a corresponding configuration. For configur
table. Each entry in the table contains a triangle pat

These configurations are incorporated into a lookup
13Figure 1.

be related to one of the 15 configurations shown in
switching the states (in/out) of the nodes, they can
topologically equivalent, and by rotation and/or by
isosurface. However, most of the arrangements are
256 different arrangements of a cube relative to the

10states, inside or outside the isosurface, there are 28 :
nodes in each cube, and every node can be in two
and then moves to the next cell. Since there are eight
determines how the isosurface intersects a given cell,

The MC—mcthod processes one cell at a, time. It

in the Finite Elements Method.

functions or for the visualization of calculation results

example, for the visualization of implicitly specified
ever, it can also be applied in many other areas as, for
for surface rendering in medical applications. How·
ally the MC-method is considered as the basic method
function given by samples over a cuberille grid. Usu
triangle models of isosurfaces F (:c, y, z) : cz of a scalar
known method for volume visualization. It produces

The Marching Cubes (MC) method [1] is a well

1 Introduction

15 as with the M C-method.

are 33 topologically diferent configurations, instead of

of the vertices.surface ofthe trilinear function, It is shown that there
along the edges is used to determine the coordinatesof which coincides exactly with the topology ofthe iso
corresponding triangle pattern. Linear interpolationmits the construction of a triangle model, the topology
of the isosurface with the edges, are substituted in theeach cell considered independently, the algorithm per
termined, and real vertices, formed by the intersectionimproved version of the Marching Cubes method. For

ln addtion, the type of each cell in the grid is deumetric datasets is discussed. This algorithm is an
package for the construction of isosurfaces from vol four triangles.

An algorithm implemented in the HIGZ graphics patterns for other configurations have two, three or
face separates one node from the other seven. TheAbstract
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to use trilinear variation over the cube, as a direct exist, we shall designate these nodes as separated. OCR Output
independently of the surrounding cells, it is natural tion (1) does not change sign. If such a path does not
lows. In the case when each cell of a grid is processed one node to the other, along which the trilinear func
duces topologically incorrect results is explained as fol non-separated or joined if there is a path from

The reason why the MC-method sometimes pro We shall designate two nodes of the same sign as
Separated and non-separated nodes

methods signs.
Figure 3: Isosurfaces generated by two different

sides with respect to the isosurface, will have different
the nodes. For such a grid, nodes lying on different
face F(:¢, y, z) : 0 on a grid with modified values at

tion can be reformulated as a construction of isosur

the grid, then the problem of the isosurface construc

If the isovalue a is subtructed from all values over

ical sense to them.

tions are rather conditional, we can attribute a phys
as positive and negative. Although these designa
type as not marked. We prefer to designate them
type are designated as marked and nodes of the other

Usually, in papers on the MC·method, nodes of one

reversed.

side and outside are conditional and can easily bethe Dividing Cubes method looks like a “tube”
inside the isosurface. It is clear that the concepts inseparate triangles, while the isosurface generated by
node: some nodes lie outside the isosurface; otherssurface generated by the MC·method consists of two

As we have already seen, there are two types of
into smaller cubes that lie on the isosurface. The iso

Positive and negative nodesviding Cubes method [4], which subdjvides the cube
first method is the MC-method, the second is the Di specified for the given set of values.
for the same cude using two diferent methods. The incides with the topology of the trilinear function (1)
other methods. Figure 3 shows isosurfaces produced the nodes, is topologically correct if its topology co
that of isosurfaces produced for the same cells using structed for a cubic cell with a given set of values at
can produce isosurfaces with a topology different from logically correct model. A triangle model, con
there are no visible discrepancies, the MC·method First of all, let us formulate a concept of a topo

Another problem is that even in the case where 2 Terminology

should be increased from 15 to 33.
Figure 2: The hole on the shared face of two cells

function (1), the number of entries in the lookup table
der to take into account all the variants permitted by

different variants. In this article we show that in or

ogy, while the trilinear function often permits several
method uses only one variant of the isosurface topol

For each configuration in the lookup table the MC

sent values at the corner nodes of the cube.

cube, varying from 0 to 1, and F0OO,...,F111 repre
where q,s and t represent local coordinates of the

F111 451
F011 (1 ` qlst

appears.
F101 q(1 ‘ Sli

uration 3. The shared face is the place where the hole F001 (1 — q)(1 " Sli
(1)uration 6 shares a face with the complement of config Frm @(1 ·1)

a hole is shown in Figure 2, where a cube with config F010 (1 ‘ Q)·’(1 ` tl
vertices on the shared face of two adjacent cells. Such F100 Qll ‘ Slll ` tl
a result of the discrepancy in the connection of the F(q,s,t) : F000 (1 " Qlll "` Slll ` t)
there is the possibility for small "h0les” to appear as

extension to linear variation along an edge:The main problem with the MC·meth0d is that



Figure 5: Resolving the ambiguity on a face OCR OutputFigure 4: Configuration 4 — two possible cases

AC < BDAC > BD

D A

F(s,,,r,,) <t on

C B

joined.
case they are joined inside the cell. tive nodes are separated, and the negative nodes are
diagonal nodes are completely separated, in the other the negative nodes are separated; otherwise the posi
but there can be two difereut cases: in one case the if AC > BD, then the positive nodes are joined, and
There are no ambiguous faces for this configuration, denominator in expression (3) is always positive. So,

A typical example is configuration 4 (see Figure 4). to compare the two products AC and BD, because the
internal ambiguity. der to determine which nodes are joined, it is sufficient
this case we shall say that the configuration has an Assuming that oz : 0, we can simplify the test. In or
rated. The nodes could be joined inside the cell. In
not mean that these two nodes are completely sepa 3 UF O, t : ——;———-; <¤~~> A-|-C—B—D

AC — BDBut if there is no such path along the faces, this does
one node to the other, these nodes are non-separated. point of intersection of the asymptotes (see Figure 5):
of the same sign there is a path along the faces from value F(s,,,,t,,) of the bilinear interpolant (2) at the
the cell. It is clear that in the case where for two nodes not, can be taken by comparing the isovalue cz with the
us to take a decision on the separability of all nodes of concerning which nodes are separated and which are
lution of the ambiguities on the faces of a cell a.l1ows tour curve F(.s,t) : cx is a hyperbola. The decision

As we shall see later, in the majority of cases reso B, D are negative. It is easy to verify that the con
Internal ambiguity an ambiguous face, and let A,C' be positive, while

A,B,C and D represent the values at the nodes of
tional calculations.

has been described by Nielson and Hamann Let
edges, and therefore it is necessary to carry out addi

based on the bilinear variation of F over the face,
are separated and how to connect the vertices on the

A method of resolving the ambiguity on a face,
the node signs is insuHicient to decide which nodes

Resolving the ambiguity on a facesurface. For the ambiguous face, the information on
edges of the ambiguous face are intersected by the iso at the corner nodes of the face.
We call such a face an ambiguous face. All four Note that on a face, A, B, C, D are equal to the values
positive and two negative diagonally opposed nodes.

F011(1‘Q0) + F111(q0)ambiguity arises only in the case where a face has two
same sign, then these nodes are non—separated. An F001(1‘q0) + F101(qo)
obvious that if a face has three or four nodes of the F010(1—Q0) + F110(Q0)
located on the same edge are not separated. It is also

F000(1‘q0) + F100(q0)linearly along the edges, it is obvious that two nodes

nect the vertices on a face. Since the function F varies where
non-separated nodes allows us to decide how to con

In particular, the information about separated and <2>Z..F(s, t) £$li)$1Ct£T BSU `°Ambiguous face

q : qc, then F takes the form:isosurface.
Indeed, if we fix any variable, for example we maketopology of the areas, and thus the topology of the
early over a face and over any plane parallel to a face.information about nodes allows us to determine the

a cube we shall use that the function F varies bilinpositive and negative areas inside the cell, and the
In resolving the ambiguities on a face and insidearatcd or not. The required isosurface separates the

It is important to know whether two nodes are scp 3 Resolving the ambiguities



If the areas are joined inside the cube, then there is i
the positive areas are separated. OCR Output

A1C1 — B1D1 < 0 true, then the positive areas are joined; otherwise
signs and that the inequality (4) is valid; if this isAOCQ -— BODO < O
nodes of the face with t = tmc, have the required

is easy to verify that finally, it is necessary to check that the corner
sign and adjoin the nodes with values AO and C1. It

positive areas are separated;with t : 1. Let the areas to be tested have a positive
where tmu = —%; if this is not true, then therepresent the values at the corner nodes on the face
next, it is necessary to check that 0 < ima, < 0,ner nodes on the face with t : 0, and A1, B1, C1, D1

Let A0, B0, C0, D0 represent the values at the cor rated;
joined (see Figure 7). this is not true, then the positive areas are sepa
this plane with the cube, the nodes of a given sign are first, it is necessary to check that in (6), a < 0; if
on the ambiguous face, formed by the intersection of

ternal ambiguity consists of three steps:then there ehsts a plane parallel to a. face such that
between 0 and 1. The algorithm for resolving the inseparated on the faces but are joined inside the cube,
directed downwards; the mahmum is positive and liescube there are two areas of the same sign, which are
of (6) looks as shown in Figure 7: the branches areof F over any plane parallel to a face. If inside a
only in the case when the parabola from the left sideAnother method is based on the bilinear variation

It is easy to see, that the positive areas are joined
Figure 6: Two cases of configuration 4.

Figure 7: Resolving the internal ambiguity

tm \l

C1 A A¤BT CD1

D0(B1 · B0) · B0(D1 · D0)

(A1 · A0)(C1 · C0) · (B1 · Bo)(D1 · D0)
case, but do in the second case.
hyperbolic arcs do not intersect each other in the first where

the top views you can see that the projections of the
(6)ai’+bt+c>0second case these nodes are joined inside the cube. In

case the diagonal positive nodes are separated; in the Substituting (5) into (4) we have a squared inequality
ferent cases of configuration 4 are shown. In the first

= D0 + (C1·C0)ialong a line parallel to an edge. ln Figure 6 two dif
Z C0 + (C1-CO)f

lows from the linear behaviour ofthe trilinear function (5)
= Bo + (B1 ·B0)tof the hyperbolas must intersect each other. This fol
Z A0 + (A1—A0)tsign are joined inside the cube, then the projections

havethe internal ambiguity ehsts. If two areas ofthe same

Since function F varies linearly along the edges, weof hyperbolas on the opposite faces of the cube where
nal ambiguity. One of them consists ofthe comparison

A.tC; — BLD; > O (4)
There are different methods of resolving the inter

such that





ent cases: possible: OCR Output
cube. Resolving the ambiguities results in five differ ternal ambiguity exists. Thus three different cases are
other negative nodes or joined with them inside the positive nodes on this face are separated, then an in
ative node can be either completely separated from the ambiguity exists only for the bottom face. If the
then an internal ambiguity arises — their common neg the positive nodes on the top face are separated. So,
posi—tive nodes on all ambiguous faces are separated, In particular, for configuration 10 we consider that
configuration. Their common node is negative. If different cases.

There are three adjacent ambiguous faces for this itive nodes. This allows us to reduce the number of

the ambiguous faces will always have separated posConhguration 7
reversing the node signs we can ensure that one of

not separated. numbers of positive and negative nodes. However, by
case 6.2 - positive nodes on the ambiguous face are more, since all remaining configurations have equal

are joined inside the cube; cannot use the reverse of signs for this purpose any
case 6.1.2 — positive nodes of the ambiguous face nodes exceeded the number of negative nodes. We

are completely separated; verse ofthe node signs, so that the number of posi-tive
case 6.1.1 — positive nodes of the ambiguous face In all previous configurations we have used the re

possible:
Configuration 10

or can be joined inside the cube. Thus, three cases are
guity — these nodes can be either completely separated
this face are separated, then there is an internal ambi Figure 10: Case 7.3 — additional vertex

There is one ambiguous face. lf positive nodes on

Coniguration 6

the cube.

case 4.1.2 - positive diagonal nodes are joined inside
separated;

case 4.1.1 — positive diagonal nodes are completely
ternal ambiguity results in two cases:
but there is an internal ambiguity. Resolving the in

For this configuration there are no ambiguous faces,

Coniguration 4
take it as the average of all other vertices.

case 3.2 — positive nodes are not separated. One of the simplest ways to choose this vertex is to
case 3.1 — positive nodes are separated; node for all triangles in the model (see Figure 10).

two different cases: tex, situated inside the cube. It will be a common
face. Resolving the ambiguity on this face results in the isosurface, it is necessary to use an additional ver

For this configuration there is only one ambiguous when, for better conformity of the triangle model to
Con£g1u·ati0n 3 In case 7.3, for the first time we have a situation

nodes.figuration 11.
ous faces, is joined inside the cube with other negativeNote that configuration 14 is a mirror image of con
ous faces; the negative node common to all ambiguitive nodes, as well as all negative nodes, are joined.

case 7.4.2 - positive nodes are joined on all ambiguambiguous faces and no internal ambiguity. All pos
nodes;Configurations 0, 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 11 and 14 have no
ous faces is completely separated from other negativeSimple conhgurations
ous faces; the negative node common to all ambigu

Figure 9. case 7.4.1 - positive nodes are joined on all ambigu
Figure 8. The corresponding isosurfaces are shown in face;
are collected into an advanced lookup table shown in ous faces and are separated on the third ambiguous
function behaviour inside the cube. All these cases case 7.3 — positive nodes are joined on two ambigu

to the consideration of various cases of the trilinear faces;
biguities on a face and inside a. cell, we can proceed ous face and are separated on two other ambiguous

Now that we have methods for resolving the am case 7.2 — positive nodes are joined on one ambigu

iSOSI.1I'f3.C€S · V31‘iOI1S C3.S€S biguous faces;
case 7.1 - positive nodes are separated on all amOCR Output4 Construction of topologically correct



BICO < BOC; joined inside the cube with other positive nodes; oppoOCR Output(8)
AOD; < A1 D0 case 13.5.2 —- the common node is positive and is

other negative nodes;are valid:
posite negative node is also completely separated fromOn the front and rear faces the following inequalities
completely separated from other positive nodes; op

B1 D], > A1 C1
case 13.5.1 — the common node is positive and is(7)

AOCO > BODO
an additional vertex;
struction of the triangle model it is necessary to useure 11). For the bottom and top faces we have:

on the bottom and top faces respectively (see Fig case 13.4 — the common node is negative; for con
ambiguity arises:Al, B1, C1, D1 represent the values at the corner nodes

rear faces they are separated. Let A0, B0, C0, D0 and negative; in the case where it is positive, the internal
the positive nodes are joined, and on the front and jacent. Their common node can be either positive or
and that on the bottom and top faces of a. cude, accordance with statement 1 these faces must be ad

have three faces with separated positive nodes. InProof: Let us assume that statement 1 is not valid,

Now it remains for us to consider the cases whichfiguration 13.
triangle model.

posite faces are rioruseparated, is not possible for con
necessary to use an additional vertex to construct the

two opposite faces are separated and on two other op
jacent as follows from statement 1; for this case it is

Statement 1 The case in which positive nodes on
faces and are joined on two faces, which must be ad

ment. case 13.3 - positive nodes are separated on four
sider the various cases, let us prove the following state and are joined on one face;
All six faces are ambiguous. Before beginning to con case 13.2 — positive nodes are separated on five faces

Configuration 13 is the most complex configuration. case 13.1 — positive nodes are separated on all faces;
cases are the following:Coniguration 13
positive nodes is equal to 6, 5, 4 or 3. The first threethe triangle model.
those cases where the number of faces with separated

ditional vertex should be used for the construction of
joined. Therefore, it is necessary to consider onlyare not separated on the other; in both cases an ad
to the number of faces where the positive nodes aretive nodes are separated on one ambiguous face and
with separated positive nodes will be greater or equalcases 12.2 and 12.3 — these are mirror cases: posi
is always possible to ensure that the number of faces

inside the cube with other positive nodes;
For configuration 13, by reversing the node signs itambiguous faces; their common positive node is joined

case 12.1.2 — positive nodes are separated on both
Figure 11: Case, not allowed for configuration 13pletely separated from other positive nodes;

ambiguous faces; their common positive node is com
case 12.1.1 — positive nodes are separated on both

cases:

an internal ambiguity. In total, there are four diferent
are separated on both ambiguous faces, then there is
faces, are separated. In the case when positive nodes
that positive nodes, at least on one of the ambiguous
By reversing the signs it is always possible to ensure

For configuration 12 there are two ambiguous faces.

ConHguration 12

the construction of the triangle model.
as well as in case 7.3, an additional vertex is used for the same contradiction. Statement 1 is proven.
arated, but on the bottom face are not; in this case, For the case of other pairs of opposite faces, we have

case 10.2 — positive nodes on the top face are sep
AOBICODI < AIBOCIDOof large diagonals are joined inside the cube;

faces are separated; positive nodes located on the ends
case 10.1.2 — positive nodes on the top and bottom

of large diagonals are also separated; inequalities (7) and (8) produces a contradiction:
therefore multiplication of the left and right parts infaces are separated; positive nodes located on the ends
Note that all products in all inequalities are positive;case 10.1.1 - positive nodes on the top and bottom
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